
DA HOW Intergroup Meeting 04/14/24 

Secretary’s Report (Last month’s minutes were  read.) 

 

Andy T  

Michelle B  Treasurer 

Pat B  Group Rep promises 

Domingo  Service Group Rep 

Mary Ann Group Rep Sun 2 pm 

Thayla:  Guest to discuss new meeting 

 

Treasurer’s Report:  Michelle B 

Took in  $433.46 in March 

$38.77 from Paypal Singapore 

$947.55 received since January 

$2792.75 + $38.77 from Singapore $2831.52 

 

Intergroup Service Rep:  (Domingo)  Representing Sunday Ways and Means meeting 

He was part of the intergroup caucus but he was not able to function eYectively and he 
resigned and someone else is going to take up that position. 

There’s been a lot of talk about how DA’s definition of an intergroup needs to be updated.  
The Spanish speaking group could not be an intergroup because they are considered 
special interests.  If a virtual intergroup forms the world service board is given permission 
to form, except if it’s a special interest.    

Someone said the DA How intergroup was closed and that we had closed on our own and 
took it to the chair of the GSB.     What Domingo would like to do is to state what person said 
this and how the intergroup status got pulled out from under us.    He’d like to send what he 
heard and said.   

Fellowship call celebrating International DA. (for the world service conference?) 



 

Webchair report: (Andy T)  We received an email for a correction to update pages in one 
document. 

 

DA How Announcements Coordinator Report:  (Pat B)  Will work on the report with Melissa 

 

Intergroup Reps for meeting 

 
Andy T :  Tues Thurs   Voted Yes to Gender Neutral.  Will vote on T.V.   Tues is averaging 5 
people.  Thurs is 20 to 25 people each week. 

 

Michelle:  Sunday ways and means:  February and March took a straw poll voted 
unanimous on the ballot 

Pat B:  12 promises:   No Information 

 

Mary Ann:  Sunday 2 pm Underearners meeting:  No information attracting more people 
and averaging 20 people so they’re able to meeting their fiscal needs and getting a prudent 
reserve 

 

Old Business:  (Michelle )  Nothing to vote on 

 

New Business:   

Thayla would like to start a meeting.  A back to basics meeting.  Domingo asked if there is a 
format that constitutes a DA How meeting?   Michelle B:  She thinks we should have further 
discussion.  That you use a DA How format.  Pat B:  To include in the format a list of 
readings.   Michelle B suggested looking into other meetings to see the readings that are 
used.   

 



Domingo makes a motion that a sub committee to be formed to discuss what, if any, 
criteria is necessary to be a da how meeting.  Meeting voted.  Motion Passed. 

 

Motion to close 

Motion passed 

Close with serenity prayer 

 

 

 


